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Background

- The proposed project idea originated 
from our earlier work ASQ (Liu & Gaunt, 
2022) 

- We scraped and analysed MedRxiv
abstracts from 2020-01-01 to 2021-12-31

- Limits:
- Web scraping 24 months of *just* 

abstracts was time consuming
- MedRxiv API only keeps one version of 

metadata
- We have known BioRxiv / MedRxiv kept 

full text data for text mining



About the project

- This is a seedcorn funding project funded by the Elizabeth Blackwell 
Institute 2023 Rapid Research Call to us (Yi Liu, Tom Gaunt)

- We proposed to acquire the full text data of BioRxiv and MedRxiv
preprints and conduct pilot studies on the acquired data

- Data and results from this project will lead to our next stage projects 
involving cross-Faculty collaborations (in progress) 

- Code on processing and analysis https://github.com/mrcieu/biorxiv-
medrxiv-tdm



Timeline (2023-06-05 -- 2023-07-31)

- 05-31 Award confirmed; 06-08 Budget code generated;
- 06-09 -- 06-23 Tried to sort out payment mechanisms

- Finance; IT; Finance; Procurement; AWS; Procurement

- 06-26 -- 06-29 AWS access setup; 
Data transfer from S3 to epi-franklin

- 07-01 -- 07-31 Exploratory analysis
- 07-01 -- 07-17 GDPR compliance check;
- 07-19 -- 07-27 Contact ACRC on purchasing RDSF;
- 07-02 -- 07-27 Setting up MyERP things (requisition, 

purchase order, etc.) to get the invoice paid
- 08-02 -- ... Chasing Finance to get the invoice paid

Why didn’t I ...
- Set up AWS things sooner?

- Need to appropriately set up 
University procurement / 
payment process

- Need experiments on costs 
with small batches

- Contact ACRC sooner? 
- GDPR compliance check on 

individual identifiable 
information

Lessons
- Should have asked around for 
prior experiences & lessons more



Text/data mining BioRxiv / MedRxiv

- Via API: 1) List of submitted preprints based on a query time interval 2) 
metadata on individual preprint

- Via web scraping, based on the doi known from metadata
- Via full text data archives

- Hosted on as AWS S3 Requester Pays buckets -- Requester pays for the 
costs associated with the data transfer

- BioRxiv s3://biorxiv-src-monthly; MedRxiv s3://medrxiv-src-monthly



Amazon AWS

- Root user: University invoice 
account

- MFA by a Google Authenticator J
- IAM user: sub-user specific for S3 

access
- Could reuse for future projects
- Originally budgeted for

- Transferring and storing on our 
buckets

- Trasnferring out of AWS
- 15T per month, two months

- Traffics on 4.5T + experiment 
batches of data access



Acquired Dataset



A data archive



EDA: Volume

- The separation 
occurred in mid 
2019

- Black line: 2020-
02-01

- Red line: 2020-
05-01



EDA: Categories, BioRxiv

Top15 categories 
+ Others

Most populous 
categories:
- Bioinformatics
- Microbiology
- Neuroscience



EDA: Categories, MedRxiv

Top 15 categories 
+ Others

Most populous 
categories:
- Epidemiology
- Infectious 

Diseases 
(execpt
HIV/AIDS)

- Public and 
Global Health



EDA: revisions



EDA: Topic analysis

BERTopic
- Done on Google Colab

in ~1 hour (20 mins init, 20 mins 
model fit, 20 mins analysis)

- Topics from titles
- No preprocessing





Covid severity
Coronovirus





Next steps

- Write a blog about the project
- Put the text data into use, with collaboration projects
- Topics

- Use the scientific text to train language models
- Appropriate use of clustering methods to analyse research topics
- What factors lead to successful publication of a biomedical preprint?
- Assessment of risk-of-bias on preprints

- Questions, comments, suggestions welcome!
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